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Abstract: Despite the perceived rarity of mid-semester faculty changes, there is a shortage of literature to guide administrators and faculty on best practices for handing the dilemmas associated with mid-semester faculty changes. This is particularly concerning given the uncertainty of situations like the COVID-19 global pandemic and recent research that finds that future extreme epidemics are likely to happen. This paper seeks to answer two questions (1) What can faculty and administrators do to prepare students who are experiencing a mid-semester faculty change, and (2) What procedures and processes are in place to assist the incoming faculty? Data were collected through a survey of students who had underwent a mid-semester faculty change and interviews with administrators who deal with personnel issues like this one. The data suggest faculty should first meet with students to assess their progress before jumping into an established lesson plan (the opposite of how faculty normally prepare to teach a class). Clear communication about expectations, organization of the course materials, and instructor flexibility was identified as keys to student success during a teaching disruption. These findings align with decades of research on teaching and learning. Administrators should create contingency plans that go beyond the personnel transaction and that help faculty quickly prepare for a transition that is student focused. More research is needed to identify the best administrative processes and procedures to assist faculty in a smooth transition when taking over a course mid-semester.
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I. Introduction

This paper seeks to shed light on a narrowly defined teaching dilemma—the mid-semester faculty change. The authors acknowledge the rarity and sensitivity of these occurrences yet these are the very reasons that makes a paper such as this one, useful. For the purposes of this paper, ‘mid-semester’ is used to refer to any in-progress course at the post-secondary level. This applies to any class format (semester, term, quarter, etc.) or delivery option (on-campus, hybrid, online, etc.). Specifically this paper seeks to answer two questions so that students, faculty, and administrators can better prepare for the unexpected mid-semester faculty change: (1) What can faculty and administrators do to prepare students who are experiencing a mid-semester faculty change, and (2) What procedures and processes are in place to assist the incoming faculty?

Considerable research over the past few decades exists which has investigated the underlying causes of turnover in academia. While this study focuses on the United States, turnover in higher education has also been studied in Australia, Latin America, Europe, and the United

2 Ronald Ehrenberg, Hirschel Kasper, and Daniel Rees, Faculty Turnover at American Colleges and Universities: Analyses of AAUP Data (1994).
Kingdom, for example. Despite turnover being fundamentally acknowledged as ‘a practical research concern...due to the costly monetary and academic consequences that the institutions have to bear, essentially no research has focused specifically on the academic consequences of mid-semester emergency-related turnover.

The hallmark work of Windschitl on dilemmas in teaching underscores the need to acknowledge that the art and science of teaching and learning is not a neat process. Lohr and Ursyn aptly describe education as more complicated than rocket science. This has much to do with the fact that education is a process which has many different stakeholders who contribute to an endless number of complex challenges.

Though not well documented because of legal and/or privacy reasons, faculty turnover resulting in a mid-semester faculty change can and does occur. This type of faculty turnover results in the urgent need to quickly find a replacement for the unexpected departure of the faculty member assigned to teach the course. Conventional wisdom suggests the quick decision-making lies with the department head and the incoming faculty must quickly create and execute a plan for teaching the course. Meanwhile, the students enrolled in the course need to continue the course with a new and unexpected instructor. In the best of circumstances, planned transitions like maternity/paternity leave and voluntary separations occur at a semester break or at another logical point within a course. Conversely, emergencies such as illness, accidents, death, or suspension are unpredictable, but this does not negate the responsibility of contingency planning for such occurrences. Rare as a mid-semester faculty change was perceived in the past, the recent global pandemic brought uncertainty to almost all aspects of life, particularly university life.


The overarching objective of this research is to provide insight on this circumstance to better guide administrators and faculty members who are faced with mid-semester faculty change so that students can still succeed. The paper will examine the literature on teaching dilemmas, discuss the research methodology used to address the two research questions, and conclude with the results and practical advice for faculty and administrators.

II. Dilemmas faced in Constructivist Teaching

This aim of this study it to explicate the challenges of the mid-semester teaching change from a teaching and learning perspective. The scope of teaching dilemma research varies from frameworks of teaching dilemmas to the dilemma’s faculty face in different aspects of their teaching. Teaching dilemma research also varies from country to country and has been studied worldwide.

Unlike other dilemma frameworks, Windschitl provides a teaching framework from which to examine turnover and defines four frames of reference for conceptualizing the dilemmas faced in constructivist teaching: conceptual, pedagogical, political, and cultural. Conceptual dilemmas are those that relate to ‘grasping the underpinnings of cognitive and social constructivism.'

---

Pedagogical dilemmas focus on how to balance the importance of allowing students to think for themselves against remaining true to the theoretical concepts of the subject matter and managing discussion, facilitation, and discourse in the classroom. Political dilemmas are those that ‘confront issues of accountability with various stakeholders.’ Finally, cultural dilemmas are rooted in perceiving, acknowledging, and understanding the culture that exists in each class—such as discourse patterns and ‘the local knowledge of students with varied cultural backgrounds’.

The dilemma of mid-semester faculty change situations crosses between Windschitl’s political dilemma and cultural dilemma. Faculty members in this situation must weigh the needs of administrators whose goal is to quickly (and often quietly) replace a faculty member who had an established presence in the classroom, against the classroom culture created by that same faculty member. This dilemma is further complicated by the often unplanned (and discreet) nature of the situation, which makes it difficult to collect data about these occurrences.

II.1. The political dilemma: Turnover, termination, and unexpected leaves

Identifying the extent to which the mid-semester faculty dilemma is faced by students and faculty on a global scale is complicated given the vast number of country specific agencies that report on higher education trends and statistics. In addition, higher education or post-secondary education is defined differently by different countries.

The United States National Center for Education Statistics publishes a report every 10 years that compares U.S. education to the 20 countries in the G-20 including: Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Canada, China, France, Germany, England, Indonesia, Japan, South Korea, Mexico, the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Poland, Russia, Saudi Arabia, South Africa, Spain, and Turkey.
India, Indonesia, Italy, Japan, Mexico, the Republic of Korea, the Russian Federation, Saudi Arabia, South Africa, Turkey, and the United Kingdom. The report indicates there are 321 million students in the G-20 ages 19-29 studying in a formal higher education program in 2011; data were unavailable for China and Japan. Conventional wisdom suggests that even if a mid-semester faculty change only affects 5% of the G-20 university population, more than 16.5 million students are affected by a mid-semester faculty change every year. Though mid-semester faculty changes may occur in different ways or for different reasons across the globe, the fact remains that mid-semester faculty changes are a global challenge.

The literature suggests there are three categories for why a faculty member might be replaced mid-semester: (1) typical reasons for voluntary departures (e.g. better opportunities, more prestige, etc.), (2) extenuating motivations (e.g. changing family dynamics, unexpected death, health issues, working conditions, etc.), and (3) punitive catalysts for departure (performance issues, criminal activity, etc.). The foundational work addressing faculty turnover in higher education by Ehrenberg looked primarily at the impacts of compensation, rank, and duration of employment. In a qualitative study, Ramasamy and Abdullah explored individual reasons for faculty resignation, identifying seven themes: employer image, availability of external job opportunities, social media bullying, unfair performance measurement, unfair compensation, work overload, and job insecurity. In the United States COVID-19 has contributed a new reason for voluntary departures for example, the Chronicle of Higher Education reports that 35% of faculty in higher education have seriously considered a planned career change to leave higher education because of the global pandemic. The aforementioned factors encompass reasonably well the variety of reasons one might voluntarily leave a position in any given field.

Possible reasons for voluntary and involuntary turnover in individual faculty cases range broadly. Examples may often include extenuating

circumstances unrelated to the work itself, such as death, personal or family health needs, a change in family structure, or the a direct or underlying COVID-19 reason.\textsuperscript{30} The \textit{Chronicle of Higher Education} also reports that faculty are mentally exhausted and feeling far more stressed since the onset of the pandemic. Moreover, the effects of the pandemic have not been felt equally—“The stress that women, Black, brown, gay, nonbinary, and disabled faculty members face in more normal times to prove themselves is greatly heightened; faculty of color also often come from or have family or friends in communities with high rates of COVID-19.”\textsuperscript{31} Certainly, the global pandemic has created circumstances in which faculty may have to unexpectedly leave, and not return, for a semester.

An additional category could be summarized as performance-driven or punitive, depending on precise nuance. This category may include concerns with performance, allegations of inappropriate activity or activity that does not align with institutional conduct policies, criminal investigations, or other similar circumstances.\textsuperscript{32}

Even though there is a stated or unstated agreement that faculty members are committing to teach a course in full, these individuals may end up departing from their commitments for the same reasons that any employee at any organization might depart from an employment commitment. Conventional wisdom suggests that sudden, ‘no advance notice’ circumstances create fewer desirable outcomes for mid-semester faculty changes than do pre-planned, ‘some notice’ circumstances, since these latter experiences provide more time for careful contingency planning.

\section*{II.2. The cultural dilemma: Established classroom practices}

A key cultural dilemma of a mid-semester faculty change relates to classroom culture and classroom practices. ‘From a cultural perspective, teaching is more than addressing content, it is also about bringing all students to a shared understanding of what a lesson is and how to participate it in’\textsuperscript{33}

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
Much research has been conducted on the culture of the classroom. For example, work done by Bruner\textsuperscript{34} Mehan,\textsuperscript{35} and Rogoff\textsuperscript{36} all examined how faculty contribute to, and are influenced by, the culture of the classroom. Research by Schupak\textsuperscript{37} addresses the modern-age challenge of how to bring together students in the classroom who come from diverse religious, racial, and ethnic backgrounds. Research conducted by Joseph\textsuperscript{38} examined (1) how the power relationships between students and faculty members can influence classroom culture and (2) the influence of what behaviors are prized and rewarded and which are not. Bledsoe and Baskin’s\textsuperscript{39} research on identifying student classroom fear (and how to handle it) is certainly of note, given the certain fear students feel when an existing instructor is replaced with a new instructor in the middle of a semester.

Other research has focused on the educator’s historical experience as a student and how those past experiences guide him/her in instruction.\textsuperscript{40,41,42,43} Still more has been written on the use of specific teaching strategies to sculpt specific outcomes in terms of class culture. For instance, Kremenitzer, Mojsa, and Brackett discuss how strategies such as having high and positive expectations for learners, demonstrating high visible caring for learners,

\begin{thebibliography}{9}
\item C. W. Kennisonn, “Enhancing Teachers’ Professional Learning: Relationships Between School Culture and School Teachers’ Beliefs, Images, and Ways of Knowing” (PhD diss. Florida State University, 1990).
\end{thebibliography}
developing standard routines and procedures, constructing more formal expectations for behavior such as a class charter, and modeling emotional intelligence can aid in sculpting an emotionally intelligent classroom culture.\textsuperscript{44} Tal and Kedmi engaged in research encouraging a pedagogical ‘shift from a traditional content-based and value-free approach, to a sociocultural approach’ that can foster an expectation for more active participation in dialogue and decision-making in the classroom culture.\textsuperscript{45}

It seems even the tools a faculty member selects can have an impact on the classroom culture. Adams specifically examines how the use of Microsoft PowerPoint software and the constraints of its related templates can create default patterns in both the sharing and receiving of information as part of the classroom culture.\textsuperscript{46} An example would be that a reliance on bullet-pointed lists of information suggests a teaching style focused on transmission that can stymie more complex and inquiry-rich models of information acquisition.

Thus, it is certain that mid-semester faculty changes create a dilemma for classroom culture because the incoming faculty member has not had the opportunity to foster classroom culture as one might do from the onset of a class; e.g., perhaps through an ice breaker exercise, reviewing the syllabus, the introduction of students and faculty, or by making key choices about tools and teaching methodology. Instead, the culture, whether good or bad, was previously established by the outgoing faculty member, and it becomes the burden of the incoming instructor to quickly join, navigate, and adjust to that culture as necessary.

\section*{III. Methodology}

This study was conducted in the context of an actual unexpected mid-semester faculty change at a mid-sized North American university. Two research questions evolved from this event (1) What can faculty and administrators do to prepare students who are experiencing a mid-semester faculty change, and (2) What procedures and processes are in place to assist

\begin{itemize}
\end{itemize}
the incoming faculty? To answer these questions, this study adopted a mixed-methods research design. Specifically, data were collected using a two-pronged approach that included (1) surveys administered to students who had undergone a mid-semester faculty change and (2) short structured interviews conducted with administrators at seven peer institutions who had also experienced mid-semester faculty changes.

Given the sensitive nature of this topic, neither sets of faculty members (the departed faculty or the incoming faculty) were included as participants in this research. Collecting data on sensitive topics is not new to researchers and there is a bevy of research on defining exactly what a sensitive topic is and how to research sensitive topics.\textsuperscript{47,48} The literature generally defines a sensitive topic as any topic that can pose a risk to the participant or the researcher. Research that poses a risk to one’s personal privacy, employment or career, medical or mental health, or the risk of legal exposure are examples of research topics that are considered sensitive.\textsuperscript{49,50,51,52} Institutional review was not required for this study because no identifiable private information was collected from the respondents which is one of the threshold requirements for institutional review at the mid-sized North American university where the study was conducted.

\textbf{III.1. Prong one: Students}

\textbf{III.1.1. Participants}

A convenience sample of 61 students (sophomores and juniors) in 2 sections of an introductory business class whose instructor was placed on an emergency administrative leave during the fifth week of a 16-week semester,


was used. Neither the incoming faculty member nor the students were made aware of the reason for the leave. Prong one was designed to answer the first research question: what can faculty and administrators do to prepare students who are experiencing a mid-semester faculty change?

III.1.2. Procedures and materials

Students were asked to participate in a five-question exploratory survey. Survey questions were designed to (1) determine how frequently students have experienced a mid-semester faculty change, (2) evaluate student perceptions of their learning and performance in the mid-semester faculty change, and (3) solicit student recommendations for faculty members taking over a class mid-semester. The survey questions are found in the results section of this paper. Students were offered 20 extra credit points (3% of their final grade) to participate in the anonymous survey. Forty-two students responded resulting in a 68.8% response rate. Students who did not want to complete the survey were given the option of completing an alternative extra credit assignment that would take about 8 minutes of their time. Two students completed the alternative assignment.

III.1.3. Analyses

The authors analyzed questions 1-4 using descriptive statistics in an excel spreadsheet. The student responses for question 5 of the survey were imported into NVivo software and content analysis was used to analyze the data. Content analysis, a qualitative approach to analyzing data, was used for this study by importing the data into NVivo software version 11.3.2 (QSR International, Melbourne, Australia). The three main types of content analysis are conventional, directed, and summative. Summative content analysis is an appropriate research method when the main concept is known to the researcher and when the analysis does not stop at key word searches but instead tries to understand the contextual meaning of the concept. A

summative content analysis approach was used to analyze 2,273 words of data collected from students.

We used a text search query to identify themes in how students responded when asked ‘What advice would you give to a faculty member who is taking over a class mid-semester’. This technique was chosen in order to better identify patterns and related meanings in student responses, as explained by the hallmark work of Berelson. Berelson lists 17 uses of content analysis including ‘to describe trends in communication content’ and ‘to reflect attitudes, interests, and values (cultural patterns) of population groups’. Similarly, Krippendorf contends that content analysis ‘is a technique that allows researchers to analyze unstructured data in view of the meanings, symbolic qualities, and expressive contents they have and of the communicative roles they play in the lives of the data’s sources.’

III.2.2. Prong two: University administrators

The authors conducted short interviews with university administrators for the second prong of data collection so that we could better understand how common mid-semester faculty turnover is, the way the circumstances surrounding it are handled, and if any commonalities exist. More specifically, to answer research question two: what procedures and processes are in place to assist the incoming faculty who takes over a class mid-semester?

III.2.2.1. Participants

The second prong of data collection consisted of short interviews with university administrators from peer institutions to better understand how common mid-semester faculty turnover is, the way the circumstances surrounding it are handled, and if any commonalities exist. Twenty-five university administrators were contacted for interviews by phone; 14 declined to be interviewed for privacy reasons (e.g. my employer might not want me to talk about this) further highlighting the difficulty of collecting data on this topic. No identifiable private information was collected from the

administrators, all respondents were assured their responses would remain anonymous and that their university name would not be disclosed as a participant in the research. Four university administrators did not respond to the inquiry for a short interview. The administrators consisted of staff from various operational areas such as eLearning/online education, teaching and learning, information technology, and office of the registrar. Because of the sensitive nature of the interviews (e.g. administrators divulging personnel decisions), the interviews were not recorded however 12 pages of handwritten notes were taken and the notes were manually coded using the same summative content analysis coding method as was used on the student’s open-ended survey question.

III.2.2.2. Procedures and materials

A short script and list of questions was prepared in advance of the structured short interviews. Structured interviews were chosen over unstructured or semi-structured interviews because the research topic was narrow.61 Researchers wanted to limited the discussion to mid-semester faculty changes and not deviate into other forms of turnover. The interviews were opened with a short description of the purpose of the interview and all respondents were asked permission for the interviewer to take notes. Respondents were reassured that personally identifiable information would remain confidential and no private information was collected. The respondents were asked 5 questions during the interview. Probing and follow up questions were asked when appropriate (e.g. “can you give me an example,” or “can you tell me more about”). The 5 questions include:

1. How often does your university experience a mid-semester faculty change?
2. Does your university formally track mid semester faculty changes and if so how?
3. Does your university have formal procedures on how to handle mid-semester faculty changes?
4. What resources, if any, are there for faculty who take over a class mid-semester?
5. Can you think of any other formal or informal policies, procedures, or resources that are available at your university to assist in a mid-semester faculty change?

III.2.2.3. Analyses

Open coding of in the margins of the handwritten notes was first completed to break the notes up into discrete parts.\textsuperscript{62} Selective coding was then performed to group the open codes into themes.\textsuperscript{63} While the low participation rate could be a limitation to this study the results suggest there are commonalities across participants. Seidman and others suggests that the saturation point, the point at which no more interviews are necessary, is reached when no new information is gained through further interviews.\textsuperscript{64,65} After the point of saturation, interviewing 1-3 more participants ‘for insurance’ is recommended.\textsuperscript{66} While this study didn’t have the benefit of an additional 1-3 ‘insurance’ interviews, Cober and Adams (2020) suggest that “the number of people one plans to interview is not the first question to be answered,” the first question to be answered is how many differing opinions can there be on a topic?\textsuperscript{67} Saturation was reached as evidenced by the commonalities across the participants and the topic is narrow suggesting that fewer opinions (interviews) are acceptable.\textsuperscript{68}

IV. Results and discussion

IV.1. Prong one: Student survey results

Table 1, Figure 1, and Table 2 respectively, show the results from the first prong of this study. Table 1 provides a tabulation of the students’ responses to the first four survey questions while Figure 1 shows the NVivo qualitative output for the open-ended survey question. Table 3 shows the themes that emerged from the open-ended survey question (question 5).


\textsuperscript{68} Timothy Teo, \textit{Handbook of Quantitative Methods for Educational Research}, Edited by Timothy Teo (Rotterdam: Sense Publishers, 2013).
The results in Table 1 show that the majority of the students in this class had experienced a mid-semester faculty change at least one time in their college experience, while 22% had experienced a mid-semester faculty change twice. The sample size of this study was small and so caution should be taken generalizing the results however, it is surprising that almost a quarter of sophomores and juniors report having experienced a mid-semester faculty change twice. Time was of the essence in this study but with more time and financial resources a larger study involving multiple institutions should be conducted to confirm these results. If true across the wider college population, the results suggest that administrators should have policies and procedures in place for the incoming faculty and for students who experience this disturbance in their studies.

Ninety-one percent of students thought they would learn more from the instructor change and 83% of students believed their grade would improve. The results suggests that the incoming instructor successfully managed to contribute to student learning. More research into this aspect of the study is warranted to examine what specific teaching tools and strategies help bridge the gap between the outgoing and the incoming instructor.

Finally, the majority of students (59 percent) don’t seem to care if an administrator introduces the new faculty member or if the new faculty member just assumes the faculty role with no formal introduction. Still, 8 students (24 percent) felt some form of communication about the change from an administrator would be beneficial. In this situation, the outgoing faculty member’s circumstance was not revealed to the students or the incoming faculty member.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Student survey results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Student Responses [Section 1] (31)</td>
<td>Student Responses [Section 2] (30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n=23</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. How often in your college life here at XYZ University or elsewhere, have you experienced a mid-semester faculty change?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Once</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twice</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four or More</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The data from Figure 1 shows the results of the NVivo text search query for the survey question ‘What advice would you give to a faculty member who is taking over a class mid-semester?’ Five themes emerged from the content analysis. The largest number of student comments focused on the theme of the ‘previous instructors’ performance’ (29.2 percent of all responses). This may be because the students were shocked by the mid-semester faculty change event itself, or simply needed to vent about their experience. The second most common response theme to ‘course materials’ (for the incoming instructor) with 12 (25 percent of all responses). The themes also suggest that students’ value ‘clear communication’ with 10
responses (20.8 percent of all responses) and ‘patience and flexibility’ with 6 responses (12.5 percent of all responses).

Students also suggested that incoming faculty ‘assess the current situation’ with 6 responses (12.5 percent of all responses). This may suggest that the outgoing faculty member’s teaching ability, organization, and style may weigh heavily on the success of the incoming faculty member. In the case of this specific class, the previous instructor appeared to struggle with course content and organization.

What Advice Would You Give to a Faculty Member Taking Over a Class Mid-Semester?

Student Response Themes

![Figure 1](image-url) NVivo content analysis results of survey question five

It is not surprising that the results align with many research articles that have focused on the positive relationship between teaching practices like effective course organization and preparation, instructional clarity, and feedback on student academic outcomes like increased knowledge, content mastery, and growth of cognitive and intellectual skills and the data.69,70,71


The results from the open ended question, ‘What advice would you give to a faculty member who is taking over a class mid-semester’ also align with previous research.

**Table 2**
Sample of student feedback organized by themes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Previous Instructor Performance</th>
<th>Course Materials (New Instructor)</th>
<th>Clear Communication</th>
<th>Patient and Flexible</th>
<th>Assess Current Situation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14 references coded, 18.21% coverage</td>
<td>12 references coded, 15.95% coverage</td>
<td>10 references coded, 15.40% coverage</td>
<td>6 references coded, 9.60% coverage</td>
<td>6 references coded, 5.29% coverage</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Talk with the students to figure out what did and did not work with the last instructor and model the class after what did work while putting your own spin on the class.

I would suggest taking a full day to review/cover all of the material we were expected to learn up until that point. The professor could maybe even give a short ungraded quiz to see what the students know and have learned this far.

The initial week of taking over is crucial. It is important to discuss all class changes and assignments and to immediately get on track with the course. This helped me stay on top of things and better adapt.

Be patient in the beginning; be forgiving when someone forgets an assignment because we were used to the previous professor’s structure and had to be thrown into a new class structure unexpectedly.

I liked that the new professor reviewed a bit of what the older professor taught, and then picked up where he left off.

Table 2 shows the NVivo output with the corresponding themes, the data coded under each theme, and an example of student responses to the open-ended survey question. The responses are organized by the five themes derived from the NVivo text search query (as shown in Figure 1). It is not surprising that the majority of students (14 and 12 respectively) suggested that the incoming faculty should not jump right in to the existing syllabus. Instead students suggest that the incoming faculty should take some time to
determine what students do know and to make time to review material that they should know. Yet semesters are finite and faculty may feel pressured to jump right to the assigned lesson so that all of the required material is covered. It may be counterintuitive to go into a mid-semester faculty assignment with a mindset that all of the required material might not be covered, but remaining flexible is important.

About a third of students (10 and 6 respectively) reported that clear communication and remaining patient and flexible is important to reassure students that they can succeed in the class. The insecurity felt by nearly everyone during the global pandemic has caused higher education to look more closely at the ways in which faculty can manage flexibility both inside\textsuperscript{72,73} and outside\textsuperscript{74} of the classroom. Flexible teaching strategies include adopting more novel assessment tools like open book exams, offering content using different types of media (audible books and podcasts), adopting an active learning or flipped classroom experience, or offering students an opportunity to choose their own pace, content or sequence of material.\textsuperscript{75}

IV.1.2. Prong two results: Short interviews with administrators

Table 3 shows the results of the emerging themes of the 12 pages of notes taken from interviews with 7 university administrators who are familiar with mid-semester faculty changes. The two emerging themes were ‘policies and practices’ and ‘course modality.’ The results of the content analysis is consistent across the 7 interviews suggesting that additional interviews were unlikely to yield new information.\textsuperscript{76,77}


\textsuperscript{74} Trena Paulus and Jessica Nina Lester, Doing Qualitative Research in a Digital World (Los Angeles: SAGE, 2022).


Table 3
Short Interviews with Administrators

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policies and practices</th>
<th>Course modality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Lack of formal procedures on how to handle a mid-semester faculty change</td>
<td>1. All 7 report that mid-semester faculty changes occur in both online and in-person courses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. 5/7 have no specific pedagogical advice/instruction for the incoming faculty</td>
<td>2. Six of 7 institutions report they have online courses where the online class is created by one faculty member and then used by other faculty at the institution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. No official tracking of mid-semester faculty changes</td>
<td>3. One institution reports that the online classroom is the sole intellectual property of the faculty creator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Yearly occurrences of mid-semester faculty changes happen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The feedback received from the interviewees revealed with consistency that there was a lack of specific information or procedural detail within any single institution. None of the respondents were able to provide definitive information about the frequency of mid-semester faculty replacements. The most precise estimate was 5-10 times each year at a school operating more than 10,000 course sections annually. Some indicated approximations of ‘a few times’ each year, while others stated they lacked information because administration is decentralized and addressed within the affected academic department. Despite the absence of exact numbers, all seven institutions reported the occurrence of yearly mid-semester faculty changes.

The lack of procedure or formal practice to prepare faculty for a mid-semester faculty change was also a consistent concern for nearly all of the institutions. The majority of respondents (6/7) indicated that faculty are not required to complete training for online instruction or any other circumstance (e.g. stepping in mid-semester). Of course the feeling of a lack of preparedness was never more real than during the global pandemic. A recent study by the McKinsey Institute reports that while faculty are eager to prepare for adopting new classroom technology, they need more institutional support to do so.78

An unexpected finding was that the course modality matters particularly for online courses where intellectual property can have an effect on the

classroom itself (normally an online course shell). While the majority of the institutions (6/7) use the course enterprise model, one university does not and this can create complications. The course enterprise model is a model for designing one online course for multiple users. In other words one faculty member creates a course shell and gives the university permission to share their intellectual property with other faculty assigned to teach the course. Only one of the seven universities does not use the course enterprise model and when a mid-semester faculty change happens in an online course, the original instructor must agree to allow the incoming faculty access to the class (because the course shell is their intellectual property).

In summary, the data suggest that on the one hand students depend on an incoming faculty member who is organized and prepared yet on the other hand, administrators appear to agree that they don’t have formal procedures to help faculty to get organized and prepared. While the mid-semester faculty change is not a ‘standard’ problem faced by faculty or administrators the recent global pandemic has demonstrated that contingency and succession planning is even more important in today’s educational environment.

IV.2. Limitations of this study

Care should be taken with the findings of this study and more research should be conducted to substantiate the findings. The elusive and sensitive nature of the mid-semester faculty change makes it difficult to identify and collect data on this topic. However, the need for succession planning in higher education was made evident during the recent global pandemic and the probability of future endemics. Future research on the departed and incoming faculty who are involved in a mid-semester faculty change would further inform this topic particularly as it relates to succession planning.

A probability sample design of students who have faced a mid-semester faculty change would make an ideal dataset from which to explore the mid-


semester faculty change dilemma. However, time, funding constraints and a global pandemic were hurdles faced by the authors conducting this research. The results of this study suggest that finding and qualifying students who have faced a mid-semester faculty change is an obstacle, but not an unsurmountable one (22% of respondents indicated they have faced this situation two times in their college experience). With time and appropriate funding a survey could be created and administered to students across multiple universities and countries, creating a robust sample size.

Faculty were not included in this research because of time and funding limitations. A survey of faculty who have taken over a class mid-semester would certainly add to the lack of literature on this topic. The institutions that were interviewed for this study did not track data on mid-semester faculty changes and were unable to provide exact numbers of occurrences. This may suggest that identifying and qualifying a large enough faculty dataset may be too difficult of a hurdle to overcome.

The small sample size is limitation of this research. While the survey data collected in this study cannot be generalized to the entire population of college students in higher education this study does provide some initial evidence that mid-semester faculty changes may not be as rare of an event as once thought.

The number of institutions who were interviewed for this study is a limitation on one hand, but on the other hand the data were consistent across all of the respondents. Future research is warranted perhaps in the form of a survey which might yield higher participation rates than interviews because of the sensitivity of the topic. Future research on how mid-semester faculty changes are addressed in other countries would also add to the literature. Conventional wisdom suggests that cross-cultural communication and values might differ across countries.

V. Recommendations

While there are limitations to this study the results fall in line with conventional wisdom and previous research on student learning. It is broadly accepted in the academic literature that faculty members play a pinnacle role in student learning and that their teaching practice has significant impact on


student persistence and retention. A mid-semester faculty change is a multifaceted situation but still, the objective of higher education is to educate students so they can lead productive lives and have meaningful careers even in atypical situations. So, it is incumbent on faculty and administrators to effectively prepare for interruptions like the mid-semester faculty change. The literature on student learning suggests there is a correlation between effective practice and positive student and academic outcomes.

Effective teaching practices and procedures should be created so that a mid-semester faculty change disrupts student learning as little as possible.

V.1. What can faculty and administrators do to prepare students who are experiencing a mid-semester faculty change?

Clear communication about expectations and organizing the course materials so they bridge the gap between the incoming and outgoing faculty.

---


are important first steps in preparing students for a mid-semester faculty change. In addition, preparing to set aside time to foster community in the classroom will also enhance student success.

The data collected from this study suggest that clear communication is important to student success when students are faced with a faculty change mid-semester. The research bears out this finding. For example, Komarraju, Musulkin, and Bhattacharya\(^3\) validated earlier research suggesting that approachability, respectful nature, and availability for frequent communications of faculty can strengthen student academic and psychosocial outcomes. A study that examined answers on student evaluation surveys determined that clear and specific communication and clear and specific content organization are the two most frequently cited areas from students for how to enhance the practice of teaching.\(^4\) Conventional wisdom suggests clear and specific communication about expectations is even more important when there has been a disruption in the classroom.

Rhetorical behaviors in faculty communication like clarity, humor, nonverbal immediacy, and caring have also been shown to enhance student outcomes such as learning, satisfaction, and motivation.\(^5\) Opening the class with a little humor like “Well, it’s week 5 and we finally get to meet,” or “Hey everyone, I’m now the pilot of this plane, don’t pull the parachute out just yet” will lighten the mood and provide a segue to “So, let’s get started, we’re in this together!” Though organizational policies, issues of legality, respect for personal privacy, or lack of knowledge about the circumstances may leave faculty without many details, communication, transparency, and humor about these constraints are valued by students.

The data in this study also suggest that the incoming faculty should assess the students’ perception of the outgoing faculty performance and adjust their own course materials to address gaps in learning or content. This implies that the incoming faculty should first meet with students and then create a plan of action for the remaining weeks in the semester. This is the opposite to how faculty typically prepare for a course. In this teaching
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situation faculty should prioritize and adjust course content and remain flexible about achieving the course outcomes instead of rigidly sticking to the course syllabus.

This finding aligns with many studies that suggest meeting the student’s need for clear organization is crucial for success. Hundreds of research articles have focused on the relationship between teaching practices like effective course organization and preparation, instructional clarity, and feedback to student academic outcomes like increased knowledge, content mastery, and growth of cognitive and intellectual skills.\textsuperscript{96,97} The more that students understand the alignment and conditional progression of the course holistically (and in individual sessions in terms of units, learning outcomes, milestones, and assessments) the more they understand how to be successful within these parameters.\textsuperscript{98} Clear organization can alleviate stress and anxiety borne from uncertainty and change.

The global pandemic affected college enrollments in the United States and globally, but studies suggest that students who feel a sense of community in the classroom have a higher rate of attendance, participation, and persistence.\textsuperscript{99,100} These findings were echoed in research that focused on the importance of community during the COVID-19 pandemic.\textsuperscript{101,102} According to Elliot et al, there are four components to fostering community in college
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classes: creating a shared space, reinforcing openness and acceptance, helping students find common interests, and creating a sense of belonging.¹⁰³

V.2. What procedures and processes are in place to assist the incoming faculty with a mid-semester faculty change?

The results of this study suggest that procedures and processes to assist faculty in quickly taking over a class mid-semester are lacking and the literature supports this finding. There is a dearth of literature on what procedures and processes should be in place to assist incoming faculty on how to take over a class mid-semester.

Faculty success relies to some extent on a supportive culture, including infrastructure, which can ease faculty transitions in cases where a new faculty member steps in mid-semester. Put another way, ‘the ability of faculty to focus on improving their teaching and their ability to bring new ideas and knowledge into practice depends on the institutional context.’¹⁰⁴ Regardless of the reason for turnover, as noted earlier, such a situation is inherently challenging. Therefore, the success of the faculty member is more likely dependent on the support and availability of institutional resources.

This investigation of the mid-semester faculty change indicates an opportunity for institutions to do better. This includes not only doing better at supporting faculty as they take over in-progress courses but to also consider the quality of the experience for students. Doing so is not only appropriate but is also business-savvy, as undergraduate enrollments are predicted to continue declining for several more years.¹⁰⁵

Institutions would be well-served by abandoning ad-hoc management of mid-semester faculty change to more effectively support faculty. Setting aside the potentially delicate circumstances which can surround a given situation, institutions should begin by acknowledging that these situations occur and that they occur frequently enough to merit constructing procedures


for consistently and effectively handling mid-semester faculty changes. While procedures would include some of those which already occur at some institutions; e.g., providing access to the course in the LMS, providing content, providing access to class rosters, etc., more meaningful actions would also be beneficial. For these additional actions, the authors recommend drawing from the instructional strategies shared earlier in this article and to determine the necessary support.

Where possible, technical support for adjusting materials housed in the LMS, replacing the course syllabus, addressing potential changes in required materials, could also be provided. Offices of the registrar and similar administrative offices, as units which are among the first to know of faculty changes, may be the best candidates to initiate the activities described above. As central offices managing faculty assignments, it may also be required of such offices to actively track and report on the actual frequency of mid-semester faculty changes.

Transparency is also key in effectively transitioning a course, mid-semester, from one faculty member to another. While, as noted earlier, certain privacy restrictions might prevent a department chair or other official from being entirely forthcoming about the circumstances surrounding a mid-semester faculty change, the degree to which open communication can occur may be valuable to buoy student motivation and engagement.106 The authors recommend, when possible, that students receive a message in person or electronically from a department chair or other recognized authority to support the aim of transparency, to demonstrate a sense of professional respect for all parties involved, to offer an advance introduction to the new faculty member, and thereby to set the stage for success for students in the remaining weeks of the semester.

VI. Conclusion

This study sought to shed light on how faculty and administrators can help students succeed when they are faced with a mid-semester faculty change. What has historically been an atypical university classroom staffing problem may become more typical in the future. Couple the onset of the COVID-19 global pandemic with the World Health Organization’s recent declaration that Monkey Pox is a public health emergency, the likelihood for

future global pandemics may be on the rise.\textsuperscript{107} “Faculty and staff members are leaving colleges and universities in droves,” and higher education turnover is nearly at a crisis point.\textsuperscript{108}

More research is needed to understand the best teaching practices to implement during disruptions in the classroom especially if these disruptions become commonplace. The data from this study suggest that the incoming faculty should first meet with students to assess their learning and then construct a plan to move forward with the semester. The students surveyed in this study reported that clear communication about expectations, organizing the course materials well, and remaining flexible were important to their success.

Further research is also warranted to identify those universities (if any) who have processes and procedures in place when a mid-semester faculty change occurs. It would also be useful to know if the mid-semester faculty change is managed in an ad hoc manner and/or to what extent the bureaucracy of higher education impedes this process. Best practices for administrators like department chairs, university teaching and learning centers, and human resources departments should be identified or developed so that universities are prepared for the unexpected.
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